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Dear invitees, 

Haere Mai!  Yamkela!  Welcome!  

We are six months out from CEAD 2016, and very excited to share with you our progress for the 

Association of CEAD's biennial meeting hosted by UCT Anthropology in Cape Town South 

Africa. As we have had previously, we expect a vibrant and stimulating four days, and hope you 

will make plans to join us! More details follow and you may also find information at CEAD.org.nz, 

and in our Facebook group, Contemporary Ethnography Across the Disciplines!  

Looking forward to seeing you all in Cape Town in November 2016.  

 
CEAD 2016 - Call for papers is now open  

Call for papers for the CEAD 2016 is now OPEN.  

With the 2016 theme—Ethnographic Imaginings: Place, Space, and Time—calls for contributors 

to explore ethnographies as located contextually within meaningful sites and temporal moments. 

The spaces, places and times we can imagine include explorations of rurality and urbanity, wild 

and tamed, critical and creative, sensual and cognitive, and contemporary and —and all ranges 

of creative impulse. All manner of ethnographies are welcomed, and the conference theme 

merely acts as a guide for possibilities. We invite contributors to experiment with traditional 

ethnography, as well as new methodologies and with new presentational formats such as 

dramatic, performance, poetic, visual, aromatic, tactile, video, auto-, fictional, and experimental 

forms of ethnography. 

In 2016 there are four major content streams for exploration (read more about each one here): 

        Emerging Methods: Traditional, Experimental and Transgressive Forms 

        Praxis and Advocacy: Doing Ethnography on the Ground 

        Social Justice and Transformation: Theoretical Ethnographic Visions 

        Indigenous Voices: Communicating Peoples 

The CFP form is available to download from the CEAD website. We look forward to hearing from 

you. 

 
A Day in South African languages, Spanish and Portuguese  

At CEAD on Tuesday 15 November non-English speaking sessions will be delivered in South 

African languages (Xhosa, Afrikaans), Spanish and Portuguese. We encourage papers 

exploring the conference theme and/or streams, written and delivered in South African 

languages, Spanish and Portuguese. These papers will be integrated into the general 

conference sessions, and we encourage presenters to share their research in English during the 

following three days of CEAD conference. 

Contributors to these sessions should contact the following people and send abstracts directly to 
them: 

Spanish & Portuguese - Antonio Garcia (garciaquiroga@gmail.com) 

isiXhosa/South African languages - Lindiswa Jan (lindiswa.jan@gmail.com) 

 
Keynote Speakers  
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A reminder that information on our fascinating keynote speakers, César A. Cisneros-Puebla - 

Professor of Sociology at Autonomous Metropolitan University-Iztapalapa, Mexico, D. Jean 

Clandinin - Professor and Founding Director of the Centre for Research for Teacher Education 

and Development at the University of Alberta, and Keyan G. Tomaselli - Distinguished 

Professor, Faculty of Humanities and Professor Emeritus, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Nolwazi 

Mkhwanazi, a medical anthropologist from the University of the Witwatersrand can be found on 

the website along with details of their keynote presentations and pre-conference workshops.  

 
Pre-conference Workshops  

Pre-conference workshops will take place on 15 November 2016. You are invited to participate 

in a workshop given by established ethnographers with expertise in more hands-on, focused, or 

theoretical sessions. We are delighted to welcome the return of D. Soyini Madison to present a 

workshop. Soyini's workshop and keynote presentation at the 2014 conference were so well 

received by all.  

Other workshop presenters include each of our kenote speakers, as well as Mary Elizabeth 

Lange, Research Advisor CCMS, UKZN, Robert E. Rinehart, University of Waikato, NZ and 

Sara Kindon, Victoria University of Wellington, NZ. More workshops will be added to the 

schedule in the coming weeks. 

Check the website for more information on the full schedule of workshops. 

 
Key Dates  

Please note these dates may change and if so you will be notified of such. 

        Early bird registration opens, announcement of venue and accommodation, 18-January-

2016 

        Early bird registration closes 10-June-2016 

        Submit abstract by 31-May-2016 

        Notification of acceptance on or before 30-June-2016 

        Preliminary programme will be available by 31-July-2016 

        Presenter registration fee required by 14-September-2016 

        Presentations in isiXhosa, Spanish and Portuguese on Tues 15-Nov-2016 

        Pre-conference workshops on Tues 15-Nov-2016 

        All other presentations on 16, 17 & 18 Nov-2016 
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